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1 Introduction 
We present in an informal way some preliminary results on the investigation of efBcient compile-time 
techniques for Constraint Logic and Concurrent Constraint Programming. These techniques are viewed 
as source-to-source program transformations between the two programming paradigms and are based on a 
concurrent semantics of CC programs [MR91]. 

Previous work [BH92] showed that it is possible to perform program transformations from Prolog to 
AKL 1 [JH91], allowing the latter to fully exploit the Independent And-Parallelism (IAP) [HR93] present 
in Prolog programs. When extending the transformation techniques to the CLP paradigm [JL87, Col90, 
VanH89], some issues have to be initially solved. First, the notion of independence has to be extended 
[GHM93]. Second, compile-time tools based on the extended notions have to be developed in order to 
capture the independence of goals, allowing such transformation. For this purpose an analysis of the 
programs turns out to be needed. 

Our analysis will be based on a semantics [MR91] which, although originally intended for CC pro
gramming, can be also applied to CLP, if suitably extended [BGHMR94]. Such semantics allows us to 
capture the dependencies present in a CLP program at a finer level of granularity than ever proposed 
to date in the literature. This provides the knowledge for performing a transformation of the program 
which will forcé an execution-time scheduling of processes which preserves those dependencies. When the 
transformed program is run in a concurrent environment, parallel execution of concurrent processes will 
be exploited, except for the cases where an explicit ordering has been annotated at compile-time based on 
the dependencies identified. 

The same semantics can also be used to identify dependencies in CC programs. Based on such depen
dencies, an analysis of parallel and sequential threads in the concurrent computation can be performed, 
establishing the basis for a transformation into parallel CLP programs (with explicit dynamic schedul
ing). A similar approach (although not based on program transformation) has recently been proposed in 
[KS92], in which a static analysis of concurrent languages is proposed based on an algebraic construction 
of execution trees from which dependencies are identified. 

The needed extensión of the semantics (for dealing with CLP instead of CC programs) is non-trivial 
[BGHMR94]. In fact, it consists in capturing the atomic (instead of the eventual) interpretation of the tell 
operation: constraints are added only if they are consistent with the current store. This implies the need 
of having the possibility of knowing immediately if a set of constraints is consistent or not. Thus it may 
seem that the semantics construction would have to go back to the usual notion of a constraint system as 
a black box which can answer yes/no questions in one step (which is what is most generally used in all the 
semantics other than [MR91]). However, this is not really true. In fact, the semantic structure still shows 
all the atomic entailment steps of the underlying constraint system, thus allowing to derive the correct 
dependencies among agents. 
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2 Independence in CLP 
The general, intuitive notion of independence between goals is tha t the goals' executions do not interfere 
with each other, and do not change in any "observable" way. Observables include the solutions and/or the 
t ime that it takes to compute them. 

Previous work in the context of traditional Logic Programming languages [Con83, DeG84, HR93] has 
concentrated on defining independence in terms of preservation of search space, and such preservation has 
then been achieved by ensuring that either the goals do not share variables (strict independence) or if they 
share variables, tha t they do not "compete" for their bindings (non-strict independence). 

Recently, the concept of independence has been extended to CLP [GHM93]. It has been shown that 
search space preservation is no longer sufñcient for ensuring the efñciency of several optimizations when 
arbitrary CLP languages are taken into account. The reason is that while the number of reduction steps 
will certainly be constant if the search space is preserved, the cost of each step will not: modifying the 
order in which a sequence of primitive constraints is added to the store may have a critical influence on 
the t ime spent by the constraint solver algorithm in obtaining the answer, even if the resulting constraint 
is consistent (in fact, this issue is the core of the reordering application described in [MS92]). This implies 
that optimizations which vary the intended execution order established by the user, such as parallel or 
concurrent execution, must also consider an orthogonal issue - independence of constraint solving - which 
characterizes the properties of the constraint solver behavior when changing the order in which primitive 
constraints are considered. 

3 A Concurrent Semantics for CC and CLP 

Usually the semantics of CC programs [Sar89] is given operationally, following the SOS-style operational 
semantics, and thus suffering from the typical pathologies of an interleaving semantics. On the other hand, 
the concurrent semantics approach introduced in [MR91] presents a non-monolithic model of the shared 
store and of its communication with the agents, in which the behavior of the store and that of the agents 
can be uniformly expressed by context-dependent rewrite rules (i.e. rules which have a left hand side, a 
right hand side and a context), each of them being applicable if both its left hand side and its context are 
present in the current state of the computation. An application removes the left hand side and adds the 
right hand side. In particular, the context is crucial in faithfully representing asked constraints, which are 
checked for presence but not affected by the computation. 

From such rules a semantics structure is then obtained. Such structure is called a contextual net 
[MR93] and it is constructed by starting from the initial agent and applying all rules in all possible ways. 
A contextual net is just an acyclic Petri net where the presence of context conditions, besides pre- and 
post-conditions, is allowed. In a net obtained from a CC program, transitions are labelled by the rule 
applied for them. 

Three relations can be defined on the Ítems (conditions and events) of the obtained net: two Ítems are 
concurrent if they represent objects which may appear together in a computation state, they are mutually 
exclusive if they represent objects which can not appear in the same computation, and they are dependent 
if they represent objects which may appear in the same computation but in different computation steps. 

For each computation of the CC program, the net provides a partial order expressing the dependency 
pat tern among the events of the computation. As a result, all such computations are represented in a 
unique structure, where it is possible to see the maximal degree of both concurrency (via the concurrency 
relation) and indeterminism (via the mutual exclusión relation) available both at the program level and at 
the underlying constraint system. 

Nevertheless, such semantics is not able to handle failure, in the sense of detecting inconsistencies 
generated by tell operations, since constraints are added without any consistency check (i.e., the "eventual" 
interpretation of the tell operation is modelled). We extended such semantics to include the case of failure 
[BGHMR94]. We showed that the new semantics can be obtained from the oíd one either by pruning some 
parts of the semantic structure, or by not generating them at all. On one hand, the semantic structure 
can be built up by first generating the net as before, and then propagating the failure information through 
the net by introducing a notion of mutual mconsistency between Ítems. The inconsistent Ítems are then 



pruned out. On the other hand, the net can be generated from scratch with a new computation rule for 
the semantics which takes mutual inconsistency into account. 

The mutual inconsistency relation extends the mutual exclusión relation, in the sense of capturing more 
objects which are not allowed to be present in the same computation. In fact, in the original semantics, 
if two objects were mutually exclusive, they could not be present in the same deterministic computation, 
even at different computation steps, because they belonged to two different nondeterministic (in the sense 
of "don't-care" nondeterminism, or indeterministic) branches of the program execution. Now, two Ítems 
exelude one another also when they are mutually inconsistent, tha t is, when they represent (or genérate) 
objects which are inconsistent. 

When introducing an explicit representation for failure in the original semantics, what is achieved in 
fact is a faithful model for capturing backtracking. In other words, failing branches in a computation are 
also captured, allowing us to make a step further and exchange nondeterminism for indeterminism. In the 
extended semantics, two different branches will be mutually inconsistent if they lead to failure. Otherwise, 
if they are mutually exclusive, they will represent two different deterministic computations yielding distinct 
solutions, i.e., a nondeterministic choice. 

Thus the new semantics, although originally intended for CC programs, can be used also for describing 
the behavior of (puré) CLP programs. The only difference is the interpretation of the mutual exclusión 
relation, which expresses indeterminism when applied to CC programs, and nondeterminism when applied 
to CLP programs. 

4 Local Independence and CLP Parallelization 

The semantics obtained above, while being maximally parallel, could be very inefBcient if implemented 
directly as an operational model for CLP. One reason for this is tha t branches of the search tree may 
be explored which would have been previously pruned by another goal in the sequential execution. The 
general problem of finding a rule to avoid the exploration of such branches is directly related to the concept 
of independence and has been previously addressed in Section 2. In order to avoid such efBciency problems 
we propose to apply those independence rules, but at the finest possible level of granularity (as proposed 
in [BGH93]). This is now possible because we have a structure in which all intermediate atomic steps in 
the execution of a goal and their dependencies are clearly identifiable. 

Capturing independence is achieved by identifying dependencies which oceur due to subcomputations 
which affect each other, in the sense of the constraint independence notions above. In our nets, these 
notions are applied not only at the level of whole computations of different goals, but also at the finer level 
of subcomputations of those goals, i.e., the actual subcomputations which can affect each other. This new 
notion of independence (local mdependence) is, to our knowledge, the most general proposed so far (in the 
sense that it allows the greatest amount of parallelism) which, at the same time, preserves the efBciency 
of the sequential execution. 

A drawback of local independence is that it requires an oracle, since mutual inconsistency of branches is 
not known a priori, and thus suitable scheduling strategies for AND-OR parallelism must be devised which 
make sure that the added dependency links are respected (i.e. the strategy is consisteni), while still taking 
advantage of the remaining parallelism (i.e. the strategy is, more or less, efficieni). Such an oracle can be 
devised at compile-time by means of abstract interpretation based analysis, and a scheduling strategy can 
be obtained for instance by a suitable program transformation (as that presented in Section 6). 

5 A Meta-interpreter of the Concrete Semantics 

A meta-interpreter has been implemented which takes as input a CC program and a concrete query, and 
builds up the associated contextual net as defined by the true concurreney semantics of [MR91], presented 
in Section 3. The computation of the concrete model is performed in several steps: 

1. A program is read in and transformed into a suitable set of context-dependent rules. 



2. Starting from the initial (concrete) agent - the query - rules are applied one at a t ime, until no rule 
application is possible. 

3. Relations of mutual exclusión, causal dependency and concurrency are constructed from the structure 
given by the previous step. 

4. The contextual net giving the program semantics can be visualized in a windows environment, as 
well as the resulting relations. 

Although the construction of the net is completely deterministic, a fixpoint computation based on 
memoization is performed in order to ensure termination (whenever the semantics model is finite). 

Once the computation is finished, the structure giving the model of the program resembles an event 
structure [Ros93]. An event structure is a set of events (together with conflict and dependency relations), 
where each of them represents a single computation step, i.e., a rule application, and contains all the 
history of the subcomputat ion leading to the particular step represented. The events represent either 
program agents, which will be consumed by applying the program rules, or constraint tokens which will be 
asked for in such rule applications. The former are represented by usual conditions in the net, the latter 
by context conditions. 

For simplicity, the current implementation only implements the Herbrand constraint system, leaving to 
the underlying Prolog machinery much of the entailment relation. 

Figure 1: Contextual Net of the append.3/4 example. 

As an example, consider the following definition of append/3, which appends two lists into another one, 
and then splits it into another two. It can be run either first appending and then splitting or "backwards" 
(first splitting and then appending). 

: - t e l l ( X = [ l , 2 ] ) , t e l l ( Y = [ 3 ] ) , t e l l ( Z = [ 4 ] ) , append3(X, Y,Z,H) . 

append3(A, B, D, E) : - app(A, B, C), app(C, D, E) . 



app(X, Y, Z) 
app(X, Y, Z) 
app(X, Y, Z) 
app(X, Y, Z) 
app(X, Y, Z) 

- ask(X = [ ] ) , t e l l ( Y = Z) . 
- ask(X = [ A | B ] ) , t e l l ( Z = [A ID] ) , app(B, Y, D) . 
- ask(Z = [ ] ) , t e l l ( X = [] ) , t e l l ( Y = Z) . 
- ask(Z = [ _ l _ ] ) , t e l l ( X = [] ) , t e l l ( Y = Z) . 
- ask(Z = [ A | D ] ) , t e l l ( X = [A IB] ) , app(B, Y, D) . 

A query has been included which performs the "forward" computation, where the second app/3 goal in 
the body of the append3/4 clause has to wait on the first goal to proceed at each step while the resulting 
list C is being constructed to consume it. The semantic structure resulting for the computation with this 
query can be seen in Figure 1. 

Circles in the figure correspond to agents (either program agents or tokens) and squares correspond 
to steps. Context conditions corresponding to the constraint tokens told to the store in the computation 
can be seen, and the use of such contexts by subsequent transitions are denoted by links between the 
corresponding tokens and transitions (Figure 1.a). The partial order subsumed in the net corresponds to 
the causal dependency relation, plus additional dependencies due to the "use" of contexts, which appear 
in Figure l .b . 

In this way, the causal dependency relation captures an optimal scheduling of processes based on 
producer/consumer relations on the tokens added to the store. This can be augmented with the local 
independence relation (as explained in Section 4) to capture and-parallel scheduling based on mutually 
inconsistent computations. 

6 Parallelization of CLP via Program Transformation to CC 

One possible application of our semantics can be achieved by program transformation from CLP to CC. 
The purpose of the transformation will be to allow CLP programs to run under CC machinery with an 
optimal scheduling of processes which ensures no-slowdown and allows for maximal parallelism. In doing 
this, the target language should allow for the features of CC, including synchronization and indeterminism 
(although this latter is not needed for our purposes), and also for additional nondeterminism (in the sense 
of backtracking - which is indeed needed to embed CLP) . Examples of such languages are AKL 2 and 
concurrent (constraint) Prologs (i.e. Prologs with explicit delay). 

The transformation will proceed as follows. First, the CLP program is rewritten into a CC program. 
This first step will embed a CLP program into CC syntax, by (possibly) normalizing goals and head 
unifications, and make all constraint operations explicit as tell agents. Second, inconsistency dependencies 
are identified within the (abstract) semantics via program analysis, and then the program is augmented with 
sequentialization arguments where required, and suitable ask and tell operations for this are incorporated 
to the program clauses. 

Let ti dtp t2 denote an existing inconsistency dependency link between transitions t\ and t2. The 
corresponding rules applied in those transitions are identified, and also the program declarations related to 
such rules. Let these be p\ and p2, respectively, where As represent ask agents, At tell agents, and Ag other 
agents. The transformation required for sequentialization maps these declarations into the corresponding 
p[ and p'2. 

Pl : : = p l ( X ) :-As1,At1,Ag1 p[ ::= p l ' (X , Y) : -ASl, Atu tell(c(Y)), A9l 

p2 : : = p 2 ( X ) :-As2,At2,Ag2 p'2 : : = p 2 ' ( X , Y ) : -ask(c(Y)), As2, At2, Ag2 

where Y is a completely new variable and c(Y) is some arbitrary constraint token over Y. Instances of 
agents p l and p2 are also mapped into the corresponding p l ' and p 2 ' by augmenting their number of 
arguments accordingly and matching this additional argument to the same variable wherever both agents 
appear together in the same declaration. 

The transformed program will allow for or-parallelism (which is captured in the semantics by the mutual 
exclusión relation) and ¡ocally independent and-parallelism (which is captured by means of relations derived 
from the mutual inconsistency relation). An efficient strategy for parallel execution is thus achieved. 

However, in AKL computations are encapsulated in the so called deep guards, an issue that our semantics does not 
capture yet. 



7 Static Scheduling in CC via Program Transformation to CLP 
Another complementary application of the independence detection based on our semantics is schedule 
analysis. We propose to perform the linearization associated to schedule analysis by means of program 
transformation from CC to CLP, achieving in addition an efñcient parallelization of concurrent goals. In 
order to do this the intended target language should allow "delay" features able to support concurrency. 

The basic idea is related to the approach of [BGH93] and QD-Janus [Deb93]. However, we propose 
to perform a more "intelligent" transformation (see also [BGH93]), which is based on the results of the 
analysis performed over the CC program. 

Let us illustrate our approach with the append.3/4 example of Section 5. Assume the following query: 

: - t e l l ( H = [ l ] ) , append3(X,Y,Z,H). 

Figure 2: Contextual net for append.3/4 running backwards. 

The resulting contextual net given by our meta-interpreter is tha t of Figure 2, where the context de-
pendencies links are shown, and the information corresponding to each rule application (¿i,¿2, • • •) appears 
explicitly at the top. From the net, it can be seen that only the "backwards" versión of the predicate 
a p p / 3 is used: while the second a p p / 3 goal in the body of the append3/4 clause (corresponding to agent 
S4) can proceed without suspending, as no context other than the told constraints in the query is needed, 
the first goal and the goals occurring in its subcomputat ion always suspend until the third argument be-
comes instantiated. An identical behavior will occur in all queries in which the three first arguments of 



append3/4 are free and the forth is instantiated to a non-incomplete list. Wi th this knowledge the following 
transformed CLP program can be obtained: 

append3(A, B, D, E) : -
when(nonvar (C) ,app(A, B, O ) , 
app(C, D, E) . 

app(X, Y, Z) : - X = [] , Y = Z. 
app(X, Y, Z) : - Z = [A ID] , X = [A IB] , app(B, Y, D) . 

Our aim is to develop an analysis able to infer such invariants based on the semantics. Such analyzer 
will guarantee that the transformations applied to a CC program in the spirit above are correct. 
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